HIGH PERFORMANCE,

LOW PRICE
THREADLOCK, PIPE SEALANT,
BEARING FIT COMPOUNDS,
INSTANT GASKET, METAL
EPOXY & ENGINEER’S REPAIR KIT
EUROBOND NUTLOCK

Oil Tolerant Threadlocker

EBA243

EUROBOND STUDLOCK

EBA270

Nutlock EBA243 is an oil tolerant, medium strength thread locking
adhesive which can be used on parts ‘as received’ that may have light oil
film deposits on them.

Studlock EBA270 is a permanent general purpose adhesive for permanent
threaded assemblies. It has excellent chemical resistance against fuels,
lubricants, most industrial liquids and gases. Ideal for refrigeration plant,
air conditioning plant and process equipment.

EUROBOND HYDRAULIC SEALER

EUROBOND PIPE SEALANT

EBA542

EBA567

Hydraulic Sealer EBA542 is a tough, high pressure seal used on all types
of threaded couplings on low, medium and high pressure lines. EBA542
Hydraulic Seal is ideally suited to fit valves, threaded couplings, adaptors,
quick disconnect parts, compression fittings and vibration proofing joints.

Pipe Sealant EBA567 is a high performance seal and lock adhesive for metal
tapered pipe threads and fittings used in air compressors. Ideally suited
to stainless steel, mild steel, aluminium, galvanised metal and other inert
metals. Instant seal up to 1,000psi and up to 10,000psi when fully cured.

EUROBOND PIPE SEALANT

EUROBOND INSTANT GASKET

EBA577

EBA574

Pipe Sealant EBA577 is a low strength, high viscosity gel paste which
cures rapidly, sealing instantly to 10 bar on metals in the absence of air.
When fully cured it resists pressure up to 350 bar. EBA577 is not suitable
for oxygen systems. Resistant to Ethanol, Motor Oil, Unleaded Petrol,
Acetone and Brake Fluid.

Instant Gasket EBA574 is a ‘form in place’ Gasket material to replace traditional
paper, cork gaskets etc. Assembled parts are suitable for immediate ‘low
pressure’ (6 bar) service and once cured can resist 350 bar pressure depending
on gap size. Ideal for gear boxes, pump flanges, transmission assemblies, cover
plates on tanks, cam shaft sealing, bearing gaps, outer housings, crank case
and sump assemblies and flange pipe fittings.

EUROBOND RETAINER

EUROBOND RETAINER

EBA601

High Strength

EBA638HS

Retainer EBA601 is ideal for securing all types of cylindrical parts, such as
bearings, gears, splines, pulleys, keyways, setscrews suitable for press fits
or slip fits with temperatures up to 150°C.

Retainer EBA638HS Is a high performance retainer designed to give High
Strength Retention under Cyclic loading. EBA638HS will retain its full
strength and not suffer fatigue under load stress.

EUROBOND BEARING FIT

EUROBOND METAL EPOXY STICK

EBA641

Bearing Fit EBA641 is a single part, medium strength anaerobic securing
compound, designed for fitting cylindrical metal assemblies such as bearings,
shafts and cylindrical parts which will require disassembly in the future.
EBA641 has a static shear strength of 12N/mm².

EUROBOND ENGINEER’S REPAIR KIT

EBA2001

Metal Epoxy Stick EBA2001 is a hand kneadable, permanent repair
speciality epoxy putty. It can be applied under water (fresh or salt).
EBA2001 bonds to fibreglass, metal, wood, concrete and glass. Ideally
suited for repairing tanks, drums, patching holes in pipes, stopping leaks
and repairing porous holes in castings.

EBARK

Engineer’s Repair Kit EBARK is an essential tool for all maintenance engineers, production engineers, mechanical
engineers, service engineers, automotive engineers and facilities management engineers. The high quality carry case
contains a range of our best performing threadlocking adhesives, instant gasket adhesives, bearing fit adhesives, pipe
sealant, hydraulic pipe sealant, structural adhesives and instant adhesives. Whether you are working in a factory, onsite or operating from a mobile vehicle the Eurobond Engineer’s Repair Kit is essential.
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